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Foci of orientation plasticity in visual cortex 

Valentin Dragoi, Casto Rivadulla & Mriganka Sur 

Cortical areas are generally assumed to be uniform in their capacity for adaptive changes or plasticity1, 2, 3, 4. Here we 
demonstrate, however, that neurons in the cat striate cortex (V1) show pronounced adaptation-induced short-term 
plasticity of orientation tuning primarily at specific foci. V1 neurons are clustered according to their orientation 
preference in iso-orientation domains5 that converge at singularities or pinwheel centres6, 7. Although neurons in 
pinwheel centres have similar orientation tuning and responses to those in iso-orientation domains, we find that they 
differ markedly in their capacity for adaptive changes. Adaptation with an oriented drifting grating stimulus alters 
responses of neurons located at and near pinwheel centres to a broad range of orientations, causing repulsive shifts in 
orientation preference and changes in response magnitude. In contrast, neurons located in iso-orientation domains 
show minimal changes in their tuning properties after adaptation. The anisotropy of adaptation-induced orientation 
plasticity is probably mediated by inhomogeneities in local intracortical interactions that are overlaid on the map of 
orientation preference in V1. 

Cortical neuron responses are influenced significantly by the inputs that they receive from other 
neurons in their local network8. The structure of the orientation map in V1 implies that the orientation 
distribution of local connections would vary with a neuron's position within the map: neurons in pinwheel 
centres are likely to be connected to neurons of a broader range of orientations than neurons in iso-
orientation domains. Despite the difference in local inputs to neurons in pinwheel centres and iso-
orientation domains, both these classes of cell have been described to have similar orientation tuning 
characteristics9. However, orientation tuning, as such, may not fully reflect the difference between the 
properties of neurons across V1. Indeed, if orientation selectivity relies significantly on the alignment of 
thalamic afferents10, 11, 12 (see also ref. 13), a high degree of prec on of thalamocortical projections to 
pinwheel centres or iso-orientation domains could account for the sharpness of their orientation tuning, 
despite differences in the distribution of intracortical inputs in these regions. We reasoned that altering the 
efficacy of intracortical orientation-specific inputs to neurons in different locations of the orientation map 
might induce changes in the tuning properties of neurons in a manner that depends on cortical location. 

We induced short-term plasticity in V1 neurons by adapting them to a stimulus of fixed orientation14. 
Adaptation affects a broad range of orientations by selectively reducing responses at stimuli at and near 
the adapting orientation15, 16 and enhancing the response at other orientations14, thereby causing transient 
changes in orientation selectivity. We investigated the relationship between this form of orientation 
tuning plasticity and a neuron's location in the orientation preference map in V1 of adult cats. We used 
optical imaging of intrinsic signals to obtain the orientation map in a patch of V1 (Fig. 1a). We used the 
vascular pattern of the cortical surface in relation to the orientation map (Fig. 1b) to guide electrode 
penetrations aimed at iso-orientation domains or pinwheel centres. As pinwheel centres are locations 
where the preferred orientation of neurons changes rapidly, we determined an orientation gradient map as 
the two-dimensional spatial derivative at each pixel to identify these foci. The gradient map (Fig. 1c) 
shows that pinwheel centres are included in regions with the highest rate of orientation change, whereas 
the gradient is low in iso-orientation domains. These analyses yielded reliable maps of the orientation 
gradient, with the mean value of the gradient at each pixel stable to within 5.5% for maps obtained 
several hours apart (n = 3 animals, analysing pixels in each animal imaged 10 h apart; animal 1: 31,824 
pixels spanning 2.08 2.72 mm2; animal 2: 75,888 pixels spanning 2.72 4.96 mm2; animal 3: 46,800 
pixels spanning 2.08 4 mm2). The gradient map was used to relate plasticity in orientation preference of 
V1 neurons to the exact value of the local gradient at the recording site. 
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Figure 1. Adaptation-induced plasticity of orientation tuning and the orientation architecture of V1. 
a, Composite orientation map obtained by intrinsic signal imaging. The angle of preferred orientation of each pixel is shown 
according to the colour key (top). The map was smoothed using a low-pass filter (5 5 pixels). Circles indicate the location of seven 
representative neurons (out of 40 recorded) to illustrate the range of orientation and gradient distributions. b, Vascular pattern of the 
cortical surface for the region shown in a. c, Orientation gradient map in which gradient was distinguished into the following 
ranges: red (0.66–1), green (0.33–0.66) and blue (<0.33). A, anterior; L, lateral; M, medial; R, posterior. d–f, Orientation tuning 
curves of three representative cells during control, adaptation and recovery conditions. The control optimal orientation is represented 
as 0°, and all subsequent tuning curves (during adaptation and recovery) are represented relative to the control condition. The 
adapting orientation is indicated by the green arrow. Each point in panels d, e and f represents mean value s.e.m. 

It has been shown14, 17, 18 that even brief periods of adaptation (lasting for a fraction of a second to a 
few seconds) can induce consistent changes in orientation selectivity and response magnitude of V1 
neurons. For this study, we chose adaptation of 2-min duration to induce large shifts in orientation and 
response. Figure 1d–f demonstrates the relationship between location within the orientation map and 
adaptation-induced plasticity of orientation tuning for representative neurons. Adaptation to a given 
orientation induces a repulsive shift in orientation preference away from the adapting stimulus. Notably, 
the higher the value of the orientation gradient at the recording site, the larger is the magnitude of the shift 
in preferred orientation. 

Figure 2 characterizes the plasticity of orientation tuning for a population of 118 V1 neurons (26, 52 
and 40 cells in 3 animals). The proportion of cells showing significant shifts in preferred orientation 
increases as the orientation gradient increases. Figure 2a shows that 88% of the cells located at regions of 
the highest orientation gradient (>0.75) exhibit significant repulsive shifts after adaptation (P < 0.05, 
Student's t-test; on the basis of a trial-by-trial comparison between control and adaptation conditions). In 
contrast, 12% of the cells located in the lowest gradient areas show a significant shift in orientation 
preference. Figure 2b shows that the magnitude of the shift in optimal orientation is a monotonic function 
of the orientation gradient at each recording location (correlation coefficient r = 0.6, P < 0.00005, Pearson 
test; positive shifts are shown as repulsive with respect to the adapting orientation). 
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Figure 2. Population analysis of adaptation-induced orientation plasticity. a, Fraction of cells in discrete orientation gradient ranges 
showing significant shifts in orientation preference after adaptation. b, Scatter plot (n = 118 cells) showing magnitude of the post-
adaptation shift in preferred orientation (positive and negative numbers indicate repulsive and attractive shifts, respectively) as a 
function of the orientation gradient at the recording site. Cells that show significant shifts in preferred orientation on the basis of a 
trial-by-trial comparison during adaptation and control conditions are indicated in black (P < 0.05); those that do not show 
significant shifts are indicated in grey (P > 0.05). The line represents the linear regression fit for the black data points. Of these cells, 
86% (43 of 50 cells) recovered their control orientation preference (P > 0.05, Student's t-test; comparing preferred orientations 
during control and after recovery). c, Scatter plot of the absolute difference ( ) between the adapting orientation and the control 
preferred orientation as a function of orientation gradient at the recording site. d, Mean shift magnitude in orientation gradient bins 
for low and high (  < 45° and > 45°). Error bars indicate s.e.m. 

As neurons in pinwheel centres are located in close proximity to neurons of all orientations, we 
reasoned that, close to these centres, pronounced changes in orientation tuning could be induced after 
adaptation to a broad range of orientations. We studied cells in all gradient regions with a wide range of 
orientation differences between the cell's optimal orientation and that of the adapting stimulus ( )—the 

values were statistically independent of the orientation gradient values (r = 0.049, P > 0.1). Cells 
located at high gradient regions exhibited significant shifts in preferred orientation for a broader range of 

compared with cells in low-gradient domains (Fig. 2c). The magnitude of the shift in preferred 
orientation is smaller as increases14; here we show that for large (>45°), the orientation shift is 
smaller in all the gradient regions (Fig. 2d). 

It is possible that the larger changes in orientation tuning observed at the high-gradient recording sites 
are due to inhomogeneities in the response properties of neurons across the cortical surface. For instance, 
higher firing rates or larger tuning bandwidths of neurons in regions of high orientation gradient could 
possibly cause larger shifts in orientation tuning. We therefore examined the relationship between the 
orientation gradient at each recording site and both the pre-adaptation peak firing rate and the orientation 
tuning width. We found that the peak response at the optimal orientation and the orientation tuning width 
(estimated by calculating the orientation selectivity index (OSI); see Methods) of the neurons in our 
population are not correlated with the orientation gradient (peak response correlation coefficient r = -
0.09; OSI correlation coefficient r = -0.05; P > 0.1 for each comparison); thus these properties are 
homogeneously represented across the cortical surface (see also ref. 9). 
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To understand the differences in adaptation-induced orientation plasticity between pinwheel centres 
and iso-orientation domains, we examined quantitatively the relationship between the local orientation 
distribution at the recording site and the degree of plasticity. On the basis of anatomical and physiological 
data in V1 (refs 8, 19, 20, 21), we postulated that local excitatory and inhibitory inputs to cortical cells 
originate from within a radius of about 500 m around the cell body, and that adaptation is the result of 
integration of local inputs from a pool of neurons within this region. When the recording site is in the 
middle of an iso-orientation domain (Fig. 3a, top), neurons within a 500- m radius have a preponderance 
of orientation preferences similar to the recorded neuron (Fig. 3b, top), whereas when the recording site is 
near a pinwheel centre (Fig. 3a, bottom), local inputs arise from domains of all orientations (Fig. 3b, 
bottom). Neurons at intermediate locations have intermediate orientation distribution profiles (Fig. 3a–b, 
middle). The orientation distribution of inputs to a neuron is a qualitative predictor of the degree of 
change in its orientation preference. When it has a peaked profile, adaptation induces only small changes 
in orientation selectivity (Fig. 3c, top), whereas the orientation tuning curve undergoes a large change 
when the orientation distribution is flat (Fig. 3c, bottom). 

We quantified the orientation spread of inputs at different locations in the map by calculating an 
orientation distribution index (ODI), which is a measure of the orientation tuning strength of local inputs 
to the recorded cell (see Methods). We divided our population of neurons into different ranges, and 
show here the data from 59 neurons that were located at least 500 m from the imaged area borders and 
were studied with small (between 0–45°, for which orientation shifts are maximal (Fig. 2d); results 
from neurons with large are similar). We calculated the shift in preferred orientation and the change in 
firing rate on both flanks of the tuning curve as a function of the ODI at the recording site. Figure 3d 
shows an inverse relationship between the orientation shift magnitude and the ODI (r = -0.56, P < 0.001). 
Furthermore, as the orientation shifts are characterized by suppression14, 18 of responses on the flank of the 
tuning curve towards the adapting stimulus (near flank) and by facilitation14 of responses on the flank of 
the tuning curve away from the adapting stimulus (far flank), we examined how the structure of the 
orientation tuning curve changes depending on cortical location. Figure 3e shows that the magnitude of 
the changes in response on both flanks of the tuning curve is related to the ODI (near flank: r = 0.33; far 
flank: r = -0.34; P < 0.01 for each comparison). Thus, broader orientation distributions of intracortical 
inputs to V1 cells result in larger changes in orientation tuning and firing rate. Because low ODIs 
characterize mainly the neurons in high-gradient regions (correlation between orientation gradient and 
ODI, r = -0.5, P < 0.001), the foci of adaptation-induced orientation plasticity are closely related to the 
functional map of orientation preference in V1. 

As pinwheel centres are related to peaks of ocular dominance22, 23, our results may reflect a 
relationship between adaptation effects and monocular regions. We therefore recorded neurons of 
different eye preference located in targeted regions of the orientation map (Fig. 4a). A further 38 cells 
were first stimulated monocularly to determine their ocular dominance, followed by a full adaptation 
protocol using binocular stimulation. For each cell, we calculated an eye preference index as the absolute 
difference between responses to the preferred orientation measured independently for each eye, divided 
by the sum of optimal responses to each eye. Figure 4b shows that there is no significant correlation 
between the adaptation-induced change in preferred orientation and the eye preference index (r = 0.18, P 
> 0.1). Although the shift in orientation preference is correlated with the orientation gradient at the 
recording site (r = 0.41, P < 0.01), dividing the population of cells into two groups depending on the 
gradient magnitude also fails to yield a significant correlation with the eye preference index. However, as 
shown earlier (Fig. 2), the shift magnitude is larger for neurons located at higher gradient regions 
regardless of eye preference (P < 0.002, Student's t-test). Finally, of the population of 38 cells, 24 were 
studied with small (<45°). For these cells, we found a significant correlation between the shift 
magnitude and the orientation gradient (r = 0.52, P < 0.01), but no correlation between the shift 
magnitude and the eye preference index (r = 0.11, P > 0.1). Thus, the anisotropy in adaptation-induced 
plasticity of orientation tuning is unrelated to the ocular dominance of neurons.  
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Figure 3. Relationship between local orientation distribution at the recording site and the degree of orientation plasticity. a, Three 
recording sites (filled circles) placed within an iso-orientation domain (top; gradient 0.06), between two pinwheel centres with input 
from neighbouring domains (middle; gradient 0.32), and in a pinwheel centre (bottom; gradient 0.64). The basin of local 
intracortical inputs is indicated by the white dotted circle (radius 500 m). b, The percentage of pixels at each orientation within 
500 m of the recording site, after pooling the pixels into eight orientation bins between 0° and 180°. The light blue curve 
represents the best third-order polynomial fit to each histogram. c, Orientation tuning curves during control (blue) and adaptation 
(green) for the cells recorded at the locations shown in a. The adapting orientation is marked by the green arrow. Orientation shifts 
for the three cells after adaptation are: top (6.8°), middle (11.4°) and bottom (19°). Each graph represents mean values s.e.m. d, 
Scatter plot (n = 59 cells) showing magnitude of the post-adaptation shift in preferred orientation as a function of the orientation 
distribution index (ODI) at the recording site. e, Scatter plot (n = 59 cells) showing the change in firing rate of responses on the near 
and far flanks of the orientation tuning curve as a function of the ODI at the recording site. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Figure 4. Relationship between eye preference and the degree of orientation plasticity. a, Orientation preference map; filled circles 
indicate the locations of representative targeted recording sites in one animal. b, Scatter plot (n = 38 cells) showing the magnitude of 
the post-adaptation shift in preferred orientation as a function of the eye preference index and orientation gradient at the recording 
site. Grey, gradient < 0.5; black, gradient > 0.5. Cells with an eye preference index of 0 are driven equally well by either eye, 
whereas those with an index of 1 are driven solely by one eye. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



The changes in orientation selectivity after adaptation reported here indicate a network mechanism 
that reorganizes responses across a broad range of orientations. At the level of single cells, 
hyperpolarization of neurons at or close to the adapting orientation (due to slow hyperpolarizing Ca2+- 
and Na+-activated potassium channels25 or to synaptic depression26) can cause suppression of responses 
on the near flank of the tuning curve. Facilitation of responses on the far flank, however, requires d 
nhibition27 and possibly amplification by means of local excitatory interactions28 in the cortex. The 
strength of these effects, which determines the magnitude of the change in preferred orientation, depends 
on the location of neurons in the orientation map. Neurons in an iso-orientation domain would be only 
weakly activated by intracortical inputs with orientations that differ from the domain's preferred 
orientation, whereas neurons located at or near pinwheel centres would receive strong local inputs from 
neurons of all orientations. Therefore, altering the efficacy of these inputs through adaptation is likely to 
induce more profound changes in the orientation preference of neurons at or near pinwheel centres. This 
suggests that adaptation-induced orientation plasticity in V1 is an emergent property of a local cortical 
network overlaid on a non-uniform orientation map. These data indicate the existence of a map of 
orientation plasticity, closely related to the map of orientation preference, in which pinwheel centres 
constitute foci of plasticity and the orientation gradient is a measure of the degree of plasticity across V1. 
One question ar ng from this is whether there are similar plasticity maps related to other functional maps, 
such as those for eye preference, spatial frequency, or direction22, 23, 24. There are several functional 
roles of a map of orientation plasticity. The map would allow dynamic short-term influences on neuronal 
responses at some locations while retaining invariant responses at other locations that would maintain a 
stable frame of reference. Specifically, preferential locations for adaptive changes may be a strategy that 
the visual cortex uses in the face of adaptation to the statistics of natural images29 to prevent a global 
change in the orientation preference of visual cortical neurons. 

Methods 

Animals 
Adult cats were prepared for acute experiments according to protocols that were approved by MIT's 

Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to NIH guidelines. Cranitomy followed by durotomy 
was performed to expose V1. Contact lenses were used to focus the eyes on a computer monitor. 

Optical imaging 
Techniques for intrinsic signal imaging were similar to those described6, 14. The orientation gradient 

map was obtained by applying a two-dimensional gradient operator to the orientation preference map. For 
each pixel, the spatial gradient was given by (dx2 + dy2), where dx = | x+1,y - x,y| and dy = | x,y+1 - x,y| 
( x,y is the preferred orientation of pixel (x,y) in the composite map). Values of dx and dy greater than 90° 
were subtracted from 180°, such that the maximum difference in preferred orientation was 90°. We 
related the gradient value at the recording site to changes in the orientation tuning of neurons by 
calculating the local orientation gradient as the mean of gradient values in a 3 3 pixel array centred at the 
recording location. The gradient values were normalized for analysis. 

Electrophysiology 
Stimuli consisted of 16 drifting square-wave gratings at high contrast, presented at orientations 22.5° 

apart at two directions of movement (opposite directions orthogonal to stimulus orientation). Typical 
stimulus parameters for V1 were: spatial frequency 0.5 cycle per degree, temporal frequency 1 Hz. All 
stimuli were randomly interleaved. Stimuli were presented binocularly (except for determination of eye 
preference) and were shown to the animal on a 17-inch monitor positioned 30 cm in front of it. We 
recorded responses during three conditions: (1) before adaptation (control), when 16 drifting gratings 
were presented for 10 trials each for a total of 160 trials; (2) after 2 min of continuous adaptation to one 
grating of fixed orientation, when the 16 gratings presented for 7 trials each for a total of 112 trials were 
preceded by a 5-s 'topping-up' presentation of the adapting orientation to maintain the effects of previous 
adaptation; (3) after 10 min of recovery using a full-field uniform stimulus, when 16 gratings were 
presented in identical conditions as in the control condition. In all three conditions, the 16 gratings were 
presented for 2.5 s each. The full protocol, including control, adaptation and recovery periods, lasted 
about 2 h. To ensure stable recordings, individual cells were isolated using a spike-sort module 
(DataWave Technologies, v 5.0) that allowed the identification and discrimination of waveforms on the 
basis of their individual characteristics. We recorded at cortical depths between 300 and 800 m from 
cells with initial orientation preferences covering the entire orientation range (between 0 and 180°). 
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The preferred orientation of neurons was calculated as described30. The Fourier components were 
extracted for the orientation tuning curve and then normalized by dividing by the mean firing rate of the 
cell during stimulus presentation: a = n-1

i=0R( i)cos(2 i); b = n-1
i=0R( i)sin(2 i), where responses, R(

i), are obtained for a set of n test orientations i, i = 0, 1 ... n - 1, which are uniformly distributed over 0 to 
180°. Preferred orientation, , was calculated as = 0.5 arctan(b/a) if a > 0, or = 90 + 0.5 arctan(b/a) if 
a < 0. If a > 0 and b < 0, = 180 + 0.5 arctan (b/a). The OSI, which measures the strength of orientation 
tuning, was given by c(M-1), where c = (a2 + b2), and M is the mean response magnitude averaged over 
all orientations. The ODI used in Fig. 3d–e was identical to the OSI, except that the 'orientation responses' 
consisted of the percentage of pixels of orientation i around a recording site, pooled into eight 
orientation bins uniformly distributed over 0 to 180°. The Pearson test was used for all correlation 
comparisons. 
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